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WINE & DINE

Atrium at Pan Pacific 
Singapore 
Marina Square, 7 Raffles Boulevard
6336 8111 | panpacific.com

Teatime: 2pm to 6pm daily

Located on the ground floor of the Pan Pacific, 
Atrium’s grand seating pods floating over water make 
for a dramatic first impression. Famous for having 
the longest bar in Asia (44 metres!), the vibe here is 
relaxed and elegant.

  It’s all about “East meets West” with Atrium 
presenting two different afternoon tea offerings, 
Peranakan and English – and we had the opportunity to 
try both. Each offers an impressive drinks selection with 
the requisite bubbles, and a variety of tea with different 
origins served in stunning black-and-white china.

As we weren’t familiar with Peranakan cuisine, 
this afternoon tea was a great introduction to a vast 
array of treats. The exotic blending of flavours of 
the Straits Chinese and Malay cuisines that defines 
Peranakan food is unique to this part of Asia, and 
well represented in each of the dishes on offer at 
Atrium. Served in traditional tiffin carriers (small 
tin dishes delicately painted with flowers), each 
little dish prompted excited conversation about its 
different textures and flavours, making this a fun 
experience. Favourites were the colourful, gelatinous 
rainbow kueh layer cake (for its appearance more 
than its taste), and the apam balik, a light and fluffy 
pancake with a creamy peanut filling. The highlight, 
though, was a dish that we were surprised to find in 
an afternoon tea: Nyonya chicken curry. This mild 
curry with tumeric, cumin and galangal flavours 
was so more-ish, and a nice alternative to the sweet 
coconut and cakes.

We had high expectations for the English afternoon 
tea, as my companion was an Englishman! The tea set 
contained all of the elements you would expect, but 
with surprising twists. Brightly coloured, savoury 
sandwiches – green for cucumber, charcoal for 
smoked salmon – were delicious. The presentation 
was faultless, with treats piled high on three levels of 
black and silver trays. The scone with jam and cream 
wasn’t quite up to the ones at home; the macaron, 
however, with its creamy cherry centre and crunch, 
was one of the best I’ve ever tasted.

Each afternoon tea option is $38, inclusive of 
coffee and tea; top up to $58 for a glass of Laurent 
Perrier Champagne, or $68 for a glass of Laurent 
Perrier Rosé Champagne.

 Best bite: The dish of the day had to be the English 
set’s miniature lemon meringue pie; beautifully 
presented, light, gooey, sweet and tangy. We could 
have eaten a tray-full of these!

 
 Try to reserve a seating pod that faces away from 

the main entrance for added privacy.
– Amanda Broad
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